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CURVE FITTED PF NITRILE
EXAM GLOVES
CRANBERRY

Cranberry's Curve is a hand
curve fitted, powder free
nitrile exam glove. These
fitted gloves reduce stress
and fatigue on hands
during extended wear. Curve features an exclusive
NuComfort formulation that provides softer and
more elastic comfort.

100/Box
9540840  6.0 [3424]
9540842 6.5 [3425]
9540844 7.0 [3426]
9540846 7.5 [3427]
9540848 8.0 [3428]
9540849 8.5 [3429]

EVOLVE 300 NITRILE 
PF GLOVES
CRANBERRY

Evolve 300's exclusive
EvoSoft formulation
provides maximum
comfort and stretch for extended wear. The
textured fingertips deliver good grip. The large
quantity of gloves are packed in the box to
maximize storage space. 

300/Box
9539105   X-Small [3305] 
9539106   Small [3306] 
9539107   Medium [3307] 
9539108   Large [3308] 

250/Box
9539109   X-Large [3309] 

CONTOUR PLUS PF NITRILE
EXAM GLOVES
CRANBERRY

These gloves are made
from a 100% proprietary
nitrile formulation and a
moisturizing inner
coating enriched with USP grade Lanolin and
Vitamin E. Contour Plus are ergonomically
engineered to reduce hand fatigue and stay 
cooler during periods of extended wear. They 
are designed with resistance to a greater range 
of chemicals including bases, oils, and 
various solvents. 

100/Box
9539430  X-Small [3225]
9539432   Small [3226]
9539434  Medium [3227]
9539436  Large [3228]
9539438  X-Large [3229]

FREEFORM SE GLOVES
MICROFLEX

FreeForm SE gloves are
powder free and latex
free with an advanced
super soft nitrile
formulation. FreeForm SE works with you,
continuously conforming to the contours of your
hands as you move. FreeForm SE's elasticity allows
for a full range-of-motion, helping to minimize
unnecessary hand stress and strain that can cause
musculoskeletal injury over time. 

100/Box
3173020   X-Small [FFS-700-XS]
3173022   Small [FFS-700-S]
3173024   Medium [FFS-700-M]
3173026   Large [FFS-700-L]
3173028   X-Large [FFS-700-XL]

LAVENDER NITRILE 
PF GLOVES
HALYARD HEALTH 

Halyard Health Lavender
Latex-Free Nitrile Exam
Gloves are thinner, lighter
and economical. These
gloves have been tested
against common healthcare
chemicals including; glutaraldehyde, formaldehyde,
povidone iodine and quaternary detergent. 

250/Box
9900246  X-Small [52816]
9900240 Small [52817]
9900242  Medium [52818]
9900244 Large [52819]

230/Box
9900248  Large [52820]

LUV NITRILE PF 
EXAM GLOVES
CRANBERRY

LUV Nitrile Powder
Free gloves are
formulated with
skin-pampering
NuSoft and coated
with Lanolin and
Vitamin E to
minimize dry skin
irritation. It is mildly scented with tangerine-mint
for a refreshing experience and fully textured for
an optimal grip. 

200/Box
9539485   X-Small [3335]
9539486  Small [3336]
9539487   Medium [3337]
9539488  Large [3338]

MICRO-TOUCH MICRO-THIN
ANSELL

Micro-Touch Micro-Thin
Nitrile examination
gloves feature an
advanced stretch
formulation providing
ultimate comfort and fit along with excellent
protection. These nitrile, powder-free gloves 
come in a 300 count box to help you go green
while driving operational efficiencies. More 
gloves in a box means less packaging waste into
the environment. 

300/Box
3270020  X-Small [6034310]
3270021   Small [6034311]
3270022   Medium [6034312]
3270023   Large [6034313]
3270024  X-Large [6034314]

MICRO-TOUCH NITRAFREE
PINK PF GLOVES
ANSELL 

Micro-Touch NitraFree pink
nitrile examination gloves
are manufactured without
sulfur-based chemical
accelerators, helping to protect you from Type I
(latex) and Type IV (chemical) allergies. Its
premium nitrile material provides excellent
protection in all risk settings. Proceeds from the
purchase of every case go to Susan G. Komen for
the Cure in support of breast cancer research 
and outreach. 

100/Box
3552560   X-Small [6034510]
3552561    Small [6034511]
3552562   Medium [6034512]
3552563   Large [6034513]
3552564   X-Large [6034514]

MIDKNIGHT PF GLOVES
MICROFLEX 

Midknight are
distinct black nitrile
gloves. This black
color hides stains
and provides a
contrasting
backdrop for identifying lighter colored material.
Midknight also offers exceptional flexibility and
higher tensile strength. 

100/Box
3173200   X-Small [MK-296-XS]
3173202    Small [MK-296-S]
3173204   Medium [MK-296-M]
3173206   Large [MK-296-L]
3173208   X-Large [MK-296-XL]

DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY 
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